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Proposed lots
get final :okay
for construction
by Diane Taylor
asioclete editor

In an attempt to alleviate par~ing problems on campus,
UCF administrators and Student Government have finalized
proposals for construction of a parking lot adjacent to the
Biological Sciences Building.
If.all goes well, according to Student Body Vice President.
James Blount, construction of the 400-car capacity lot will
begin early this summer and will be completed before the
fall quarter.
Blount and Student Body President Armando Payas this
week received final proposals from the offices of Mike Spinnato of the Physical Plan~, and ·John Philip Goree, vjce
president of Business affairs.
"I think the entire project will entail right around
$140,000 to $150,000, which we can have withdrawn from
the Traffic Decal Fund," said Blount. "That (the amount)
includes drainages, walkways and sidewalks."
But Blount said the project "is costing less than we had
planned." ·
Blount said several sites were considered befort:: the final
·
location was decided upon.
"On~ was the space adjacent to the Village Center. It was
argued that, this should_not be a part of the Biological Science building because it is not that close to the academic
buildings. But we're not ruling it out," Blount said.
' . He added construction in that area (near the VC) might
block access to the Health Center ~onstruction site.
I

A parking lot by the VC is nexf on the priority list,
however. The third choice would be a location near the
Education and Humanities and Fine Arts Buildings.
Payas and Bl~unt submitted the original proposa.l for the
parking lot to Goree about three weeks ago when they
discovered they had sufficient funds to cover expected costs.
Goree, in turn, submitted the proposal to Spinnato, who
drew up the plans for the parking lot.
Blount atlded that UCF is one of only two state universities
that g!"ew in size this year.
,
"We have to meet the needs 9f our expanding university,
and parking has always been a problem," he said.
·

Spirits are high!

DawDunJop/Future

UCF students express support Wednesday night during the Rollins game. The Knights
defeated the Tars 69-63.·

Poor repre-sentation prompts
school enrichment program
In engineering technology, one -woman and
three black students were among the 73
staff writer
graduates.
The
significant · underrepresentation
of
Hagedoorn said an attempt was made in the
minorities in engineering has prompted the in- - Seminole County School System last year, but
corporation of a secondary school enrichqient
failed. Noted Hagedoorn, "They had problems
program supported by the Southeastern Consorwith teacher's strikes and salaries. They weren't
tium for Minorities in Engineering at UCF:
in the mood to take up the project."
As a member of SECME, UCF in cooperation
WITH government guidelines calling for equal
with the Orange County School System, is
representation by minorities in managerial
providing Jones and Apopka High Schools with 1 positions, Hagedoorn noteq the necessity of such
modules aud booklets fashioned to motivate
a project. He said it takes approxiamately 15
minority st.udents into the engineering fields.
, years to achieve managerial r.anks.
The schools were chosen because of their large
According to Hagedoorn $3,000 for funding
black student populations, according to Dr. A.
has come from the Sloan Foundation. Dallas
Henry Hagedoorn, SECME professor.
Maddron, program coordinator, said the Orange
OF THE 167 engineering graduates last June,
County School System has provided roughly
six women and four minority students received
$400 for the SECME teachers.
bachelor of science degrees. Orily two women
Maddreon said SECME teachers John Permar
and one minority student i:eceived master's
(Jones) and Robert Skinner (Apopka) were trained
degrees. !ione of the students were bla~k.
Enrichment, page 13
by Kathleen Foronda

1

Committee to survey students on dental aid
C.W. Brown, Fickett and Student
According to Dr. Thomas S. Men- .
aHoclateedltor
Sen. Emilie French are working on
denhall committee member and director of the Health Sciences progra~, the
- revisions of the rough-draft survey and
Evaluation of UCF's Dental Aid
pfan to administer the' final sur~ey _ goals group is "somewhat a liasion
program is .u nderway, and the com~
Feb . 25.
between the dental aid committee and
the Dental Board of Directors.''
mittee formed to examine the plan has
Nineteen classes, representing a ranbeen divided into two groups to indom ~tratification of UCF day and
Mendenhall. added that feedback
vestigate two aspects of the evaluation.
might students and off campus 1- ·from the Board of Directors was
0ne group · is developing a student
1students, will be surveyed.
positive. ·.. l think they're encouraged
Ron Jakubisin, executive adviser to
survey, and the other is formulating
with the program."
goals and objectives, as well as -t-Oe student body president, prepared a
Fickett has drafted a letter to
analyzing costs of the program.
list of students who have already
professors of the 19 classes to be surDr. Alan Fickett, chairman of the
utilized or are presently using the denveyed, asking for permission to concommittee, said none_ of the results
tal aid program. Questions concerning
duct a survey . and a convienient dates
the program were mailed to these
from the "pre-test" will be included in
to do so.
·
final tabulation of the survey.
students thic; wP.ek.
At the Feb. 14 commi.ttee meeting,
by Diane Taylor

Today's Future

Licking Rollins
UCF Knights took on the Rollins Tars:
Wednesday night. We beat our crosstown rivals, 69-63. For picture and full
story details, see page 14.

-

Fickett discussed a letter he· received
from Dr. Thomas P. Hand, presidentelect of the Ornage -county Dental
Society. The committee has previously
aksed the opinions of Hand and Dr.
Hutson McCorkle, also with the Ornag
County Dental S~ciety .
"His (Hand's) rriain thrust is to~F~
an educational perspective for the
prqgram," said Fickett. "I expect that
Dr. McCorkle will do the same."
In his letter, Hand. stated that
providing "routine dental care for
convienience or economic disability is
not, in my opinion, the proper role of a
teaching institution."

Picking Cotton

Seekillg Profit

Recording artist Gene Cotton expresses
his memories and aspirations in an ex·clusive interview on Page 10. Gt?ne Cot.ton launched the new 'major concert''
effort by the Village Center on Feb. 15.

Ca-op allows students to gain experience
with major corporations while still
enrolled at UCF. Two hundred and sixty
students have earned a total of three
quarters of a million dollars. ' See page 3.
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UCF Newsfronts

UCF designated center
tor continuing education
. r

The Florida of Regents has assign~d responsibility for determining the need for
continuing education credit courses and providing such courses in Orange County
forUCF.
Th~ Regent's action, which established regional services for each of the nine
members of the State University System, also assigned statewide responsibility to .
those universities which offer programs not available elsewhere.
The U<;:F area of responsibility, designed to meet a rising demand statewide for
continuing education courses, now covers 11 counties: Orange, Seminole,
Volusia, Osceola, Brevard, Citrus, Flagler, Lake, Levy, Marion and Sumter.
.. We will be contacting county education leaders and civic representatives in
_order.to determine any needs in their particular area, " said Dr. Leslie L. Ellis, vice
president for academic affairs. He noted the variety of continuing education opport:unities available through UCF's College of Extended Studies, ranging from
self-improvement courses to professional certification.
Ellis pointed out that in addition to those currently offered through UCF, new
courses can be structured by the university in response to demonstrated needs in a
community.
U~F has awarded inore t~an 17 ,000 degrees since opening for classes in 1968.
Enrollment currently stands at approximately 12,000. UCF offers over 100
bachelor degree pi::ograms and more than 30 different master's degrees. There
also are cooperative doctoral programs in engineering and education with the
University of Florida and Flor.ida Atlantic University.
Ellis pointed out that the University of Fl0rida and Florida State University will
continue to provide, on a statewide basis, programs and services which cannot be
provided by other institutions in the state systems. Also, the University of Florida's
Institute of the Food and Agricultural Sciences will continue to be responsible for
the statewide cooperative extension service.
Additional inf?rmation about UCF's academic progra~s IT;ay be obtained by
writing the Director of Admissions, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, or, in the case of
continuing education, the College of Extendeq Studies, UCF.

Health related professionals
to conduct fair, exhibitions
by Linda Bytte
......... Witter

The College of Health Related Professions will present the Health Fair and
Exhibition from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Feb. 27, in the Multipurpose Room of the
V'illage Center at UCF.
.

The event, which is open to the public, will prov ide a day of exploring exhi bits of
medi cal innova tions demonstrated by members of the College of Health Related
Professions as well as local hospitals, clini cs and health agencies.
In addition to exh ibits and demonstrations, pa rticipants can obta in da ta from
tests they elect to ha ve such as blood pressure, hea ring, pulmona r fun ctions and
blood typing. These tests will be condu cted by ~tud ents of the coll ege's nursing
program, and the hearing tests will be given by the communi cati ve disorders
students.
Data gathered from the tests will be compiled in a mini-medi cal record by
students of the college's medical record administration program, and given the
participant. There will be no evaluation given on the ~ecorded data provided,
however.
From the radiologiq1l science area , visitors will be able to observe x-rays on a
large viewbox, showing such things as a lodged safety pin, and the more common
broken bone. Beneath each picture will be an identification of the problem, as
well as the procedure used to correct it.
·
·
Men:ibers of the coliege s r~si.marory therapy program ,will be on hand to
demonstrate artificial ~esuscitation with the famous· doll , "ResusiAnne. " She also
will be used · to demonstrate the CPR techniq~e that involves both artificial
resuscitation and heart massage.
According to Steve Lytle, coordinator for the fair, extensive efforts has been
made to also invite commu11ity colleges and high schools in the 11-county service
area of UCF.
He further points out this one-day affair is not only to provide free information,
testing, and demonstr'ations in the field of medicine, but also to inform people
about the educational programs offered by the College of Health Related
Professions and the health resources available in the community.

Alumni Phonathon to be held
during second-week of April
The UCF Alumni Association has announced its Third Annual Phonathon will
take place during the second full week of classes of spring quarter, April 6-10.
Last year, nine.student organizations ana the Alumni Association called alumni
residing in Orange :and Seminole counties to raise funds for the university. Almost
$9,000 was pledged by 818 graduates, most of whom were first time donors.
According to Mark W. Glickman, coordinato-r of alumni relations "We're starting to plan the Phonathon .. a little earlier this year, ;o that ~ore campus
organizations cai'l" pla~ to participate." I;.,ast year, several groups already had
major project~._planned for the same week, and could not participate. Glickman
also said the Alumni Association is considering increasing the number of Gash
prizes.
Last year, Delta Delta Delta sorority, captained by Rosemary Johnson, won both
the prize for most pledges (123) and most money pledged ($1,315). One student,
Dave Tebo of the Air Force ROTC team, raised the most funds by any individual,
a total of $520.
'
''I'd I:ke to see at least 12 organizations participate this year," said Glickman.
"We're hoping to raise $12,000 during this year's Phonathon, and will try to call
Osceola and Brevard Counry alumni as well ."

SEEDS & STEMS
The Low
HEAD SHOP
Over!!

11631 E. Colonial Dr.
275-0350
NEARUCF

Now we've got even MORE Pipes & Paper$.& ·Bongs &
Scales & Stuff like that!
·

AND SOME NEW THING.S FOR SPRING
FRAZETTA & TOLKIEN POSTERS
KITES (35 -F eet Long)-FRISBEES
JEWELRY-BRASS HOOKAS
BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH-'~Legal First

Aid for Today's
-High Society'' Priceless Knowledge for $9.95
Elected Official Of The Month:

Hours: 11 am to 7 pm Mon-Thurs
11 am to9 pmfri&Sat

Florida State Senator George Stuart (Dist 14)
Write: Hon. George Stuart
State Chambers
Tallahassee 32304

LET HIM KNOW WE'RE HERE!
_ALIVE, WELL,& VOTING.

Closed Sundays
and don't step o~ the cat.

C am_P-US
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Students use co-op as work experience
Students who qualify for positions in
the Cooperative Education Program
have from 10 to 15 assignm"'e nts from
which to choose from according to
Robert Williams, coordinator of the
program.
Not only are there more jobs than
students, says Williams, but the 260
students who part.icipated in the
program earned three quarters of a
million dollars last yea~.
Cooperative Education Program, or
Co-op for · short, "Is an academic
program designed to enhance ·s tudents'
academic learning through work experience," says Ellie Feuchter, student
coordinator.
Students alternate on~campus study

· with equal periods of off-"campus em-.
ployment called assign ments that are
related .to his academic major .
.
The co-op students are paid well, according to Williams. "Our students
average frorp $170 to $260 a week,"
he said . '
The co-op at UCF is open to all
students but it ·utilized primarily by
engineering majors, business majors
and computer science majors, ~ays
Feuchter.
She cites be1;1ef its for employers as
being able "to work with motivated,
sharp students and to be able to identify career talent."
Eligibility requirements for co-op
say students must enroll in a baccalaureate
or
graduate
degree

program.
l hey also require a ce in solving a problem on the Space
.
minimum of 20 post-secondary credit Shuttle for NASA.
"It's called co-op because employers,
hours be earned, that students maintain a 2.5 GPA and the student have at the university, and the student
least two full academic quarters left cooperate to give the student experience in his chosen field," said Williams.
before graduation.
Williams added that co-op helps
Williams pointed out weveral outrelieve the financial support from the
standing co-op students. Mark Ashley,
"The ;
an electronic engineering .major, was public to private sector.
$750,000 earned by these students last
on assignment to IBM in Boca Raton
yea r wa-5 that much less financial aid
last quarter.
His work produced
req uested "said Williams.
processes (electronic devices) that have
The UCF Cooperative Education ·
papers being published about them.
Program was established 10 years ago.
Gary McLauren, a management
major, produced an outstanding paper · It began with nine students a year and
has grown to involve 260 students. T.
while on assignment to the Navy in
Cherry Point, N.C.
P: Rajchel is the director of the
program, .w.h ich is lo~ated in Suite 124
Phil Tharp received a letter of comin the Administration Building.
mendation for outstanding performan-

Student poll
shows draft ·
not popular .
by Shirley Daniels
freelance writer

Win'ner takes all
Winner of_t_!ie rec~_!!t egg d~opping contest ~as Eugene Parsche who is
took part in the recent Engineering Fair.
.
·

Should women be drafted? A recent
poll of UCF students 'showed the
·majority of men ·said yes and the
m.ajority of the women said no.
The majority of all 72 students
polled said no one should be drafted,
but if · the draft is reinstated , then
. women as well as men should be drafted.
In Carter's State of the Union Address Jan. 23 , he sa_id he was going to
reinstate registration for the draft and
would consider registering women.
This poll, taken a week later, showed
that 46 percent of the students polled
said women should be drafted.
Of the men polled, fifty-nine percent
felt women should be drafted but most
did not htink they should go into combat zones.
One student who had just served a 5year enlistment in the Navy said he
had worked with a lot of womeri who
were capable of doing the same job as
Brian ~Peter/Future
men, and should be drafted . .
Another ·student said he could see a
whole platoon of women going off to
combat. Harold Weaver, a finance
seen with his.winning egg. Parsche
major said, "Women can be just as
hostile as men."
.
·
Twenty-eight percent of the female
students polled said women should be
drafted. About I 5 percent of all the
women polled said women should g9
to combat zones.
Cawley to Orlando from Jacksonville,
A communications major said, "If
where she lived for many years.
they are fit, they should serve." " She
She was a member of the Kids of
added when a woman is married, then
the Kingdom for a couple of years and
she and her husband should decide
then switched to the Walt Disney
who serves, and if they can't decide,
World Pioneer Hall, where she held a
then they should draw straws.
lead part in the musical revue .
"Women shouldn't be drafted
At UCF Cawley participates in
because
the family has already taken a
Omicron Delta Kappa, Chorus,
beating"," was the opposite view given
Chamber Singers, and 'the Sasparilla
by Rick Chaffin, a communications
Players-a singing group that goes
around to elementary schools putting major.
Of the 36 men and 36 women
on programs for the kids. She was also
students polled, 28 percent of the men
the lead in "H.M.S. Pinafore:"
Even ':Vith commuting on the and SO percent of the women said
women shouldn't be drafted. About 65
weekends .and being ·. a me~ber ,·of
many groups, Cawley still finds time percent of all the students polled
to maintain about a 3.9 grade point qualified their answer by saying no one
should be drafted but if there was a
average.
draft then both men and women
"Keeping my grades up is really
har:d because there are so many other . should be drafted.
Students who said women shouldn't
things to do," she said. "It was easier
be drafted gave several reasons.
in high school." She was valedictorian
Ric Rose, an accounting major, said,
of her senior class.
Opryland is just one of the adven- "I want to have someone to come
home to."
tures Ca»7ley has plans for. She would
"No, it · scares me to death, one
like to teach music and "inaybe sing
female communications major said.
professionally."
Greg Holman said, "No, I wouldn't
"What will I do af~er my contract
want
to see all the woi:nen get killed."
with Opryland is over? Probably come
. _. b~~k _t<?.sc~oo~. I really want to get my
- · · - Music, page 13

Opryland gains UCF student as singer
by Michelle Masterson
•bffwrtter

Opryland called "I hear America
Singing." After this term, she will live
in Nashville for the duration of the
show.
"The show is a musical · review
cov~ring mu~ic. from · the I 920's up to
the 1970's. The show is supposed to
make the audience feel like they're in

It started when posters and advertisements around UCF caught Jennifer
Cawley's eye.
.
The
posters
announced
open
auditions for singers, dancers and instrumentalists to work at Opryland, a
musical theme park in Nashville,
Tenn.
So Cawley, originally from Bristol,
Tenn. herself, decided to give it a shot.
"It was just something I really wanted to do," she said. "I felt that it
would be a good experience."
At the audition, Cawley--a 23-yearthat time. We want them to be able to
old junior double majoring in voice
say 'Oh, I remember that."' she said.
and music education- was put through
her paces. She had to sing two songs, a
In remembering her own musical
experiences,
Cawley
recalls her
ballad and an up tempo song, and that
lifelong love of singing, the dance
was just the beginning-_
lessons at age four and the piano
"I also had to sightsing, which is
lessons at age six.
·
.
singing a piece you've never seen
"Music has always been a part of my
before" Cawley explained. "I had to
life. I've always loved to sing," she
learn a dance routine with a group,
said. "I guess it was my mother who
and go .through an interview . The in~
first encouraged me and told me I was
terview wa so they could get to know
good."
you-your personal it ,"she said.
It was her longing to be in the
C wley got th job and curr ntly
musical group Kids of the Kingdom at
commutes b plane each weekend to
reh arse. for the show she~ will b in at. • Walt Disney. World lhat .brnught

to sing.''

Bulletin Board
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SFA selling
chances for gold
The Student Finance Association is
selling tickets for a chance to win .a
five gram credit suisse (gold). The gold
ingot is a 999.9 fine gold piece that can
be worn on a chain. Retail ,value is
$195.
Ticket prices are 50 cents each.
Tickets may he purchased from any
SF A member or in the Daprtment of
Finance on the fourth floor of the
Classropm Building. The winner will
he announced March 14, and the person of gold as quoted · in the Wall
Street Journal on the London Market
(PM) will be the winner._
. __
For more information come by the
Department of Finance or call Scott at
671-847, Joe 647-8376, Sharon 2774435, or Valerie in Titusville at 2{!)94561 and the department at 275-2525.

Recycling plant'will operate Fe~. 29
Recyclers in Orlando will have an
extra da y this leap year to earn cash
for their aluminum.
February,
Reyn'olds
During
Recycling Company will pay 23 cents a
pound for aluminum every Thursday
from 11 a.m . to 1 p.m. at Montgomery
Wards, 2500 West Colonial Dr.
Reynolds operates a netwo!k of 100
permanent -re~y clin_g_ fa_cilities, as well
as 150 mobile units, for a total of 900
collection points.
Reynolds pays 23 cents a pound for
aluminum beverage cans and other
clean, household aluminum products
such as pie plates, foil, frozen food and
dinner trays and dip, pudding · and
meat containers.
Reynolds also r~cycles such items as

Applications are now being accepted Nati;~lNewspaper Food Editor's In-.
for the 1980 Miss Florida/USA
ternship.
Candidates will compete for a 10Pageant which will be held April 18-20
week paid internship on the food staff
at the island resort of Isla Del Sol in St.
of a major newspaper during the
Petersburg. The winner will represent
summer of 1980. The maximum grant
the state in the Miss USA Pageant May
~ 5 i~ _B~loxi, Miss., televised live on
is $.2 ,000. To be eligible you must be~
junior or senior majoring in jourCBS.
Contestants mu~t be single, never
nalism.
married and cannot have been a
For further information and apparent. In addition , they must be 1 plications contact the Student FinanThere are three chapters of the
cial Aid Office, ADMIN 120. Deadline
citizens of the United States, between
American
Business
Women's
the ages of 18 and 2 7, as of last July' for entries is March 27.
·Association offering scholarships to
15, and must be employed or attend i
women . who _plan a career in business - school in Florida or be a resident of the :
and who have achieved academic sucstate.
cess. They a re the Shuttle Park ChapJudging will be based on appearChristian faculty, administration
ter, the New Vista Chapter and · the
ance, personality, poise, intelligence,
and students interested in spiritual
Futura Chapter.
·.
grooming, speaking ability and comreviva l at UCF are invited to an inInformation and applications may
mercial appeal. No talent competition
terest meeting F eb. 28 at noon in the
be obtained from the Finan cial Aid Ofwill be held.
·
Knight Room.
fice, ADMIN 120. Applications must . Those interested in the pageant ma y
For
more
information,
call Brian
be returned to the Financia l Aid Offi ce
request applications by sending their
Bustle at 628-2677 after 6 p.m. or Hal
on or before Ma rch 10.
names, addresses, ages and telephone
Burke, at 275-2168.
numbers to :
Miss F lorida USA
Pageant, Tel-Air Interests, 1755 N. E.
l 49th St., Miami , Fl a. 33181.
aluminum siding, gutters, storm door
and window frames, castings, and
lawn furniture tubing. These items
must be cut to lengths not exceeding
three feet and should not be mixed with
cans.

Scholarships open
to businesswomen

Christians meeting
to fonn organization

Applications available
for Miss USA race

Bert Parks may be gone but Bob
Barker remains as the perennial host of
the Miss USA Pageant. However, to
reach that pageant and m.eet the
legendary Barker, a contestant must
wi~ at the state level.:_

SG leaders to conduct

'public forum Monday

Tupperware looking
for food editor interns

Student Government representatives
...yill be holding a public forum Feb. 25
at l p.m. in the Village Center Assembly Room. SG leaders will take student
opinions on projects and present this
year's programs at this session.

Tupperware Home Parties has contacted the Student Financial Aid Office to announce their Ei_g!ith. Annual .

! .,
J .,

help wanted
Experimental subjects need for Human Factors
Graduate Reserach, $3.00 per hour plus reimbursement for one hour's travel. Testing Is to determine effectiveness of . new Naval Training
Program. Contact .Bruce Boldon at 646-5130
between the hours of 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Monday;'Wednesday, and Friday and 9:00 a.m. and
5;00 p.m. on Tuesday.
Housecleaners for part time work. Flexible hours$4.00/hour. 671-7463. Leave message. 422-2028
evenings.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year rou!ld. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500$1,200 monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing. For
info-Writer IJC, Box 52-87 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.

.for sale

other

deadlines·

Beautiful brick ranch-style home on 1 acre in
executive area of Oviedo offering 3 bdrm, two
baths & private study. Convenient to UCF.
$97,000. REAL ESTATE ONE, 365-5666.

Schutzhund-the total working dog. A demonstration will be held on Sun., Feb. 23 at 9 a.m. on
the field at N.E. comer of Metric & University
Blvd. (inbetween Forsythe & Goldenrod) For more
information, contact Dil 830-0222 or Duane 5684430. Open to students and public.

Privacy plus in this 4 bdnn,·4 bath home between
two lakes. Many extra features incl. paddle fans,
inside BBQ, two screen porches, dock, gazebo.
Seeing is believing! $99,500. REAL ESTATE ONE,
365-5666.

The Future would like to thank
Have you registered t.o vote? Call·
the
brothers of Lambda Chi
420-3451 (or more Information.
Participate in your government. Alpha for delivering the Futures
for us every Friday morning.
Register Today!

1976 Dart Swinger, Auto, Air PS, good miteage,
$2500, 275-5485 Evenings.
·

services

1978 Toyota Celica for sale -'5 speed, air, tinted
windows, sunroof, AM/FM, 29000 miles.·Gets 29
mpg; asking $5995. Please call after 5:00 p.m.
Larry or Ray 275-6121. ·

Need a typist? The Future keeps a list .of current
typists available to type your term papers, theses
reports and resumes. Call 275-2865 for more in·
formation.

Wanted-students to work as personal attendants
for male handicapped student beginning Spring
Quarter, 1980. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph.
275-2371. Special Services.

1978 Firebird-excellent condition. PIS, P/B, air,
AM/FM. Adult owned. 305-V8 good mileage, new
TIA radials. $4700. Call 647-8773.

Accurate typing, quality work. Paper supplied.
Call Marti 275-3848 evenings.

1-------------------1

Contessa guitar, plush case & stand for $60. Film
developing equipment, includ. enlarger timer &
more-$40. Weddirig set, white gold. $65. Call
677-1003.
'
.

Typing/editing. Large or small jobs.
2351 or677-1902.

1975 Chevy Nova; radio, heat air, new engine,
63,000 miles-Must sell now. Call 365-5806.

Typing, experienced with term papers, theses,
resumes, editing: paper supplied. IBM Selectric II
CIT. Reasonable. Marti Lyons • UCF-2811. Home365-6874.
.

MOPED. 1979-70 miles $300. 277-4366 after 8.
Roommate wanted: To share 3 bdrm apt. 4731 B
Oakwood Village, Lake Nan, Goldenrod Rd. $93/mo Brown plaid couch, fair condition. Call 644-7712
after 5:00.
& Yz utilities. Call Kim or Pam. 677-0589.

Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. CAii Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30.

personal

Share 4 bedroom furnished new home. 3 miles
from UCF. +150 mo. all bills paid. Call Larry
2~2-1774 after 7:30 p.m.

Roommate wanted to share house. Must be neat &
non-smoker. Pool. 671-7463. Leave message.

Pioneer cassette deck. CTF8282. Dual motors
$225. · Technics turntable, SL1900.
Full
automatic direct-drive $115. 277-3953.

Room for Rent, Nice Oviedo Home. 365-6203.
Prefer non-smoking Graduate Student.

Black vinyl SOFA $50. 'Call 671-0046 after 3 p.m.
'74 Dart Sport PS, PB, AC, Mags. Excellent cond.
$1600.

BACKPACKING for Beginners! Spring break in
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transportation by bus; all equipment provided. Limited
space. Outdoor Adventures, 93 SE 43 Street,
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call or
write for more information.
Female roommate wanted: to share 3 bdrm, 2 bath
house 4 mites from UCF. $160/mo. Ines. util.;
laundry facilities. $50 dep. Call 275-3848 or 2752865. Marti. Available end of Winter Quarter.

Sound Design System. Turntable, AM/FM, 8-track.
Call Marti 275-3848. Best offer.
Executive home for Sale. 6 miles from UCF. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, large ·bay window in living
room. French doors open from family room to
screened porch. large eat-in kitchen. Call Henry
Annstrong, Realtor Assoc., J.B. Steelman Inc.,
645-1425. After hours· 831-7737.

Classified ads must be submitted in person no
later than Monday, 4 p.m~ and paid for at time of
placement. On-campus rates are per ine: 50¢ for ·
one Issue; 45¢ for two issues; 40¢ for three
issues; and 35~ for four or more issues.

~udy:

Need house or apt cleaned? Call 671-7463 or 422·
2028.
Need your taxes prepared? Short-form $5, longfonn $10 and up. Call Doug: 275-4694.
Licensed Lie Detection Examiner. 574-1186. NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT? Do it on campus! Diet
Workshop meets every Mon. 7 pm in VC 200.
Special student rates. Call 869-8600.

275-

MCAT-DAT Review Course. Take the course individually in Atlanta in 3 to 5 days. PO Box 77034,
Atlanta, GA 30309. (404) 874-2454.
ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaran·
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.

The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 years experience at UF, USF, and AS SECRTARY AND
FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses, dissertations term papers, 1st class work assured. with
IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie,
647-4451, after 2. ,
You have only yourself to sell! Creative resumes
of distinction and quality. "Designed for You."
Call Usa a·t Peterson and Wolfe Public Relations.
671-5995.

I

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial DR., Orlando
898-0921
\

......... *

,,,..

.. -

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2233

Joan's typing service. Cash or Barter, 830-5871.
Professional typing. 10 ·yrs exp. Term papers,
reports, resumes. paper provided. Call Linda 6716098.

. ..

Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

~

, ..
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JQIN
THE UCF FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
&

SAVE
Through-Direct Deposit'.'"'."""" Payroll Deduction-Mail Deposit

Watch Your Savine:s Grow at 7 %
How Your Share Account Deposits Grow
This chart shows how quickly your money grows when you make regular monthly deposits to your share accouot
Assuming a dividend rate of 7%, compounded quartmly on total deposits plus accumulated dividends, the chart
gives you the total you'd .have at the end of a given number of years.

Regular
Mont~1ly

.

I
I

I•
~
..'

l
II

I

t

'"·

1

Deposit

Is

Number of Years

"'

5

3

$ 2,606.97

. 3,176.89

5,213.fJ4

·1 .436.69
1,798.36

·1.737.06
3.-474.11
4,342.64

3,596.72

8,685.28

5,395.08

13,027.92
17,370.56

124.~2

401.38

7'19.34

249.25

802.76

25

311.56

50

623.12

75

934.68
1,246.24

1,003.45 ·
2,006.91
3.010.36
4,013.82

100

:•

20

s 1.588.45

$ 200.69

$

15

868.53

$ 359.67

62:31

5
10
20

10

7,193.44

$
-

6,353.79 .
7,942.23
15,884.46
23,826.70
31,768.93

10.427.89
13,034.86
26,069.71

39, 104.57
52.. 139.42

Amounts shown reflect principal. plus accumulated dividends at the ratfl ol 1°!ocompounded quarterly_

..(Dividends paid on lull shares only.J

~ife Savings Insurance-A Hidden Dividend-Based on the First $2,000~00 Deposited.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE
UCF FEDERAL CREDIT UNION INCLUDE:
.

Employees of University of Central Florida and their Immediate Families.

Call Us at 275-2855
or Come See Us-

ADMIN BLDG-ROOM 395-L
•

6

Co111111ent
.Dental aid shouldn't.be educational service
. Future ,

Februa~y 22, 1980

Now that the committee is reviewing the
possibility of continuing the, dental aid program at
UCF' they should keep in mind the needs and wants

of the students.

One suggestion the commit~ee has been considering is offering a dental education program for
the students. The students could go to the center to
learn the proper care for teeth under this plan.

~
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program, they should reconsider. By the time .
students reach college age, most of them know
how to dean and care for their teeth. Those who
don't probably aren't going to take the time to go
to the Village Center to use Student Government's
services either.
·

~'-'''''\:7 \V

That is not to say, however, that a· dental
program would not be successful or wanted by
UCF students. In fact, students interviewed by the
Future and numbers flocking to the VC for dental
·care indicate the students do want the program.
The major problem with the program is it can
only serve a small number ·of students for a high
amount of money. Any progrqm which is supported as fully as dental aid has been thus far is better
than some programs already funded which are not
frequently used~ however.
U studies show students want the dental
program it should not be eliminated because of its
expense. If the students want the program, they
will pay a little extra for it. And a lim_ited service
is better than no service at all. Simple education,
however, will not be effective.
The Editorial Board

r

Letter Poliey

.. Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3'
p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to be considered
for the issue. Letters must bear the writer's .signature and
phone number. Na~es will be withheld upon requeSt. The
Future reserves the right to edit letters.

J

I .

.

Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando,-Florida 218.16.
Editorial office phone: 275-2601. Business office _.phone:
275 .. 2865.
..

.

Th~ public .document w~s pro.:nulgated 'afa.n annual~ of
$78,893 Or 6. 7 cents, per copy tO inform the University
'X>mmunity. Annual advertising revenue of $56,893 defray.
; 72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through
the Activify and· Serv~ce Fee as allocated by the student
~ovemment of the University of Central Florida.
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letters

Olympics offer more- than
Editor:
the games have a very sp<'cial significance. but
basically that is what they are.
I have been training for the Olympic Games
now going on nine years. It has been my boyhood
dream of one day competing in the Olympics.
And it still is. I have given. my sport, flat-\(Vater
kayaking, the best years of my life: One sacrifi<.'e
after another can best summarize these years. In
the last few years, I have become one
of the top international kayak racers,
only after many years of defeat, rejection, and heartbreak. But this is true of
practicatly every Olympic athlete. and
everv athlete training for the Olympics
Editor:
kno~s that in this quest there can
always be disappointment. The disapLately, the youth of today have been unnecessarily called
pointment in this case is not being able
unpatriotic and cowardly because of their objections to the
to go at all to the Olympics.
draft. Historically, Americans have never been in favor of
The missing element in the FuturP
the dr~ft during peacetime.
article is that it is not onlv the OlvmThe draft didn't exist between the Revolution and th~ Civil
pfrs that are being t.rained ,for, but ~lso
War, between the Civil War and World War I, or between
the quest for personal perfection and
World War I and World War II. Since World War II, there
the personal sat.i sfaction. that through
has been a peacetime draft that lasted until the end of the
all these years of training and effort we
Vietnam War. One would ponder the question that if there
did persevere . .
hadf'\'t been a draft after World War II if this country would
I am the first to agr'c<' that not being
have gone -through the .trauma and the heartache that ocable to compete in th<' Olympies ·is a
curred during the Vietnam War.
.
big disappointment.
However, this
can be outweighed by the faet that I
I think the youth of today wouldn't mind. being drafted
and risking their Iives for this country if we were in a real
and countless other athletes <·an look
war and not some .inane police action. that k~eps a repressive
bac·k and say with great pride', '.'We
government in,power. The young should not d. ie due to the
have. ·given it ·c:m r very best .. .. and
ineptitude of our_-l~aders in f~>reign policy.
· '·
.. '.. ·,·· more." There a_re· very few among t~~
I my..self will not be~·aff.e~'tee:i by the dralt~ as :I ·have already · ~ who can say thi~ .' .
·· ..
. ser~ed'"ip .- .the Air ..~or.ce .. '._l will, · ~~~~xer, ?dively protes~. . }~_i_s. st~t~~~nt . is ~hat··~he Olyrr.1f.tfs -. .
1 sholi·ld the draft be reinstituted during peacetime.
. . rcallv are . about and not nec<'SS<\r.tlv
• . '.I "think the stuqents at UCF shouid .decide :-how th~y _
feel .. havi~g" a_cttially..comp~fed in · th<'1~< :ft .
' about the draft and let the ·people in Washington know. We
then-fore ('an he
that many,
I Should 'a ct not only for OUrselVeS but also for OUr brothers
. peqplr ~Ompete in 'th~.ir
Olymr)i«.s :
and sisters.who will also be .affected.
· ·
· · ·.
·Athletes and non-athlet<'s ~hould
,
.
· · ··
·
serim~sly consider this.thought.
Robert Larr
Stephc-n Kaufm<ln ·
After reading the Feb. 15 issue of the Future,
"UCF Olympic hopefuls train for competition," I
believe there is a missing element in the feelings
expressed by the three quotP<l athletes.
What are the Olympics? The Olympics are actually nothing more than athletes from around
the globe comp1 ting in the same country. True,

Let legislators know
what you think of draft

Editor-in-Chief

Deanna M.,.Gugel ,
B11si11ess Manager

_

Afi~l11

An eaucation program would be a waste of
money because none of the stu~ents would u_se it.
Most of those who were interested could obtain the
same serVices with less trouble when they g9 to their
own dentists for treatments . .

The money could be better spent on some other
service the student body really wants, or needs.

t\n~

AND
"'
T
tE((S
~Ol\l'-.\f-.. ~

pl::· the university is planning to. adopt · such a

If the planned dental aid program will not offer
any physical services to the students, then officials
should .do away with the program entirely. A
program which offers no services but spends a l<?t
of money for expensive audio-visual equipment will
be useless to everyone.

(
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This year elect legislators instead of politicians
_?clitor:
At the b<'ginning of this quartl'r whrn I rc•ad thr

Futun,'s (•riticisms of thr StudC'nt Senate and the' drcus-lik<' atmosph<'r<' that oftt·n pr<'vails io that group,
I had hop<'cl that some gmuirn.', construdivr ('hangt's
would b<· made to improve• Stuclt·nt Gov<'rnmmt. )
thought that our smatc rc•pn·s<•ntativ<•s would make• a
sincere effort to prove the Future's editorial in('()rr.ect:
To say the least I was wrong.
Now, more than a month after that <'clitorial, I ser
no trend among thC' stuclC'nt senators to improve thPir
reputations. In fact, as any senatr observer will point
out, the senate has rC'gressed to its original form.
To illustrate my point, interested students should
review the kgislation passrcl rrcc•ntlv hv the senatt>.
Never before hns so much of th<' studc~nts" monry gone
toward frivolous , special interrst legislation as it has
in the fi, ,
~H1 of this quarter. SE've ral senators are

far . more intrrc·stC'cl in submitting bills to fund clubs
in which thry hold m<'mlwrship than th<'y an· in SC'rving the· gcncral studmt body. There is something
morally and ethically wrong with thosC' r<'presmtatives who spmcl hours planning ways to fill thCtrC'asuries of thrir own dubs but can't fincl'the tim<' to
clistrihut<' opinion· forms to their student constitumts.

· It seems that thC' Watergates of our nation bcgin in ·
the Student Governments of our universities.
Even as the senate continues in this state of ('onfusion, its leadership providC's no guidaner or clirr('tion. Senate President Pro tern Mi('helle Tharp has
the impossible task of attempting to lead a legislaturC'
that has no desire to be led and little rrspect for her
'offi('e. Student Body Vice President James Blount,
who proclaimed in his last campaign to be a
legislator not a politician, is too busy preparing to
run for SC President in the spring to care about the
srnate or the students he is supposed to ~e!ye.

Rock's~ ~st fi:i \
~

Finally, of c..v1.irse, there is the Executive Branch.
Throughout th<' Y<'a r. StudC'nt Cov<'rnment has run
on th<' talC'nt and will of thC's<' few people. But the
strain of C'xdustvely handling SG. projrets shows on
all Ex<'cutivc Bran('h mcmbrrs. Tht>v also suffer from
th<' tunnel vision that C'VNV<me inv'oived in· Student
GovNnmE>nt <'.V<'ntually clev~lops.
I ('ondude with an <'~plana-tion of thE" facts that
inotivatl'cl mr to write this letter. Last year, the
StudC'nt Government at UCF was solely responsible
for the budgeting of. $1.3 million on ·our campus.
This monrv l'<llll<' from VOLi and me. For most of us, a
great deal ~>f pffort went into earning this money. We
C'xpect SG to spend that portion of .our money that it
rollC'ets in Activity and Service Fees sensjbly . It has
· provrn that it is in('apable of doing so.
In the next elections, let's be sure that this time we do put legislators into office instead ofy_oli~icia~s .
Frank L. Amodeo,

~nouncing

The End Of
The Dull Skull ...

..

~·~----,--pla)ed with

Comfort
Just pour Comfort'
over ice, and sip it.
It's smooth. Mellow.
Delicious. No wonder
it's so popular onthe-rocks. Faqtastic .
solo ... great in combo
with cola, 7UP, fruit
juices, milk, too.

Nothings so delicious as Comfort ® on-the-rocks!
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 80 · 100 PROOF UOUEUR. ST LOUIS. MO 63132

Plant a Free Mountain Hat on your noggin and
watch the fun begin! Zany styles to choose
from, complete with Antlers, Horns, or Wings!

And The Beginning Of Neat
Feet!
Now that you've got your head together, slip
your toes into a great-looking pair of Eskil's
Clogs and experience happy feet!

·· All the New Campus Looks Are
\\{aiting For You At the OQ

o~quarter
and Shops
Downtown At Orange Avenue and Washington
2 Rntaurants • Open Every Day 8 AM 'til Midnight
8 Shops • Open Every Day 1 Q AM 'til 9 PM • Sunday Noon 'til S

MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDA.Y & SATURDAY

uero-tbat'
.
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Special Catering for
Sorority, Fraternity,
and Group Functions
Edgewater and Par ·
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Roving professor gathers island moss
by Barbara Cowell

sailing. The trip was a realization ot a
boyhood dream."
WHITIIER TRAVELED to Tahiti
and Samoa· while starting his master's
thesis on the flora of South Ohio. He
was open t© exploration and changed
the thesis to South Sea moss. This was
the beginning of his interest.
He
published "Bryoflora of the Atolls of
·
Micronesia."
l.oll;ihorntin!! with Miller. Whittier
also published · "Prodromus Florae
Muscorum Polynesiae" in 1978.
After joining the faculty of University of Hawaii in 1962, Whittier was
able to travel to Tahiti and get additional material.
Whittier then
traveled to Columbia University, sponsored by the New York Botanical Gar"About 10 students are already in
dens.
the program, and w·e averaged SO
In 1968, Whittier became a charter
inquiries just. last week," said Toler.
member of the UCF faculty. "For a
"we put a lot of emphasis on on-the-job
while the research went on the back
training.
Iwo of the students are designing . shelf. Miller had also joined U~F staff,
then the research began again," 'he
media packages for the Naval Training
said.
Devices Center," said Cornell.
WHIITIER SA.ID he feels the exBesides utilizing circulated pamp
ploration
of mosses is very important.
Since the program covers a ·broad
"The plants are important because
variance of interests, Toler said students
are sent to . the other colleges at UCF
they hold water on the mountain sides,
as well as control erosion. In areas
to concentrate pn specific ;reas. "If
where they use slash/burn agriculture
someone needs to know about
methods, they take away the moss.
television and broadcasting, we send
After the rains, the islands look as
him over to the communication departhough they are bleeding · to death
tment," said Toler.
He said the
because of the reddish dirt," he said.
program receives cooperation from the
"South Florida has the same
College of Social Sciences.
proble~ as many of the . islandsCornell said the program is not indisturbance of the moss. Environmenttended to take away from the other
ally, this research is significant.
colleges, but to "complement theirs
Economically, the importance is
and open up new jobs for students."
limited," Whittier said.
Cornell mentioned the possibility of
Research has been aided in recent
an advisory board for the program.
years by computers, according to
Members of Central Florida's various
Whitti_er. ''.In .the l 970's, a computer
industries hav'e been invited to aid in
their particular fi~lds.

mosses this past summer ..
Whittier has been interested in the .
study of mosses since 1959 when he atFew people realize their dream to
tended Miami University in Oxford,
travel to a South Sea island, but Dr.
Ohio.
Henry 0. Whittier of Biological Scien"Prof_~ssor Miller, who now teaches
ces repeatedly has seen his dream come at UCF, was a faculty member at
true.
Miami University. He was conducting
Sponsored
by
the
National
an exploration of the islands, and I
Geographic magazine, Whittier con- - wanted to go," Whittier said. "I had
ducted a study on South Sea Island had wild passionate fantasies of

manactnc editor

·

program was written to handle data
gathered from the Pacific," Whittier
said. "The computers can tell all plants
found on a certain island, as well as
develop migration patterns and see
how thPy ~rp iriterrelated."
MOSSES ARE excellent for research
because people don't eat them.
They are not used agriculturally nor
are they water soluble," he said .
"Most mosses travel by the wind. They
originate mainly in southeast Asia, the
Phillipines area and Java. The trade
winds travel in the wrong direction to
carry them westward. We speculate
the mosses follow the storm patterns."

College coordinates unique
masters technology program
by Kathleen Foronda
staff writer

UCF's
educational
technology
program is an option to two other
existing masters programs in the
College of Education. No other area in
the South offers a program on how to
train personnel, according to Mr.
Richard Cornell of Teaching Analysis.
"Only about 3~ other colleges in the
United· States have a program like
this," said Dr. Donna Toler who is
coordinating the program with Cornell. Cornell initiated the program in
1973 and received final approval in
the fall quarter.
As with other courses in the College
of Education, the new program starts
with the same objective of what needs
to be taught Toler sa.id. "Whether it is
how to take ticket,s or · assembling a
mfssle, someone has to teach it," she
said.
Toler said the program is geared
toward various 'industries such as
Walt Disney World, Sea World, and
Martin Marietta.
.
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Discount

Reg .
8.25
Available at half price

6.00

Eastern Federal
Wometco (Park East & West)
General C_inema
Interstate 6
Plaza Rocking Chair
Great Southern Music flail
·University Drive-!n

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.50
2.50

2.00
·2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

Once Upon A Stage
Musicana
Theatre On Park
Grapefruit Production

13.00
10.75
7.50
3.00

10.00
9.00
5.50
2.00

Anni.e Russell Theatre
Edyth Bush Theatre

Dicounts available at box
office with U.C.F. l.D.

.-1J!'!!!J/

Busch Gardens
~ Rosie O'Gradys

PAT METHENY GROUP-Jazz at its best! Students with I.D.-5.50
and Gen. Public-$6.50. TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
CAR POOL LIST-Want to share the expense of riding to schoo·I? Stop
by and check out our carpool list.
. .
ROSIE O'GRADYS·We have a limited amount of half off mrmb<'rship
cards for Rosies. Stop by and save!
YEARBOOK-Sales are going fast so order your 1980 y<'arbc)ok toda~d
Only 280 yearbooks r main. Cost is only $11.00.
BABYSITTING AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE-Availablr to
students who wish to earn cash part-timr or nrrcl thrsc services.
-.LAMINATING SERVICE-Wr laminat<' photos. diplomas. and
documrnts on wood plaqurs at the• lowrst cost available-.

·Si•
!!1·-

Centralized Services 'is located in the Village Center-Rm. 217.

Phone-·275·2191.

ift

~~

·HOURS

Mon.-Fri. from 9a.m. to Sp.m.
Sp.m. to 9p.m.--V.C. front desk

..

.

'

-

Ph~to ~up~icf~

CENTRALIZED
SERVICES
DISCOUNT TICKETS

Whittier is also trying to discover
how ong the mosses can be suspended
in the air, as well as how long they live.
"We aren't the only ones working on
the questions. 9roups· from Japan,
Holland and France are also doing
research."
His most recent exploration took he
and his wife to Hawaii and Bora Bora.
. The trip was sponsored by National
Geographic, New York Botanical
Gardens, Explorers Club and UCF's
Division of Sponsored Research. The
Whittier's spent several weeks on the
island on both the windward and
leeward sides, as well as- the valleys
and mountains. "The climate can
change the growth," Whittier said. "A
few of the mosses · turn up in both
America and Europe."
"Everything we picked up was a new
world record. In Bora Bora, only 12 or
13 species had been collected," Whittier said. "Answers in our research
come slowly. To a biologist, it's. a
special sort of pleasure to discover new
species, something new to science."

.c.~~~ra~-.~ &t~~~~-~lFr-.oj~ . ftJ.~U..'t •

PortraitS

·STUDENT
DISCOUNTS.

Weddifi!J~ • P!_~~i>-Ort$~;~I;J:~~

'Open: M.9 n·Sa·t 9.:~ 3184 !!.·Coiolii~~
F..!~: till?
' [Herndon Plaza
Su~_!Jay .1-~ .. __•.

_, : 8~(i.- l734 _-___., ,..: .

Five good reasons
why you shollld choose
Criterion Auto Insurance!
1.. CritE?rion is a highly regarded, financially :itrong company \Yhich. special: zes in automobile insurance
pmt~ction.

2. Out ;tanding claim service is provided by over 2,500 professional
clai ~ representatives Io ca ted
throughout the country.
3. Criterion offers a complete line of
con!fages to protect you, your family and your car.
4. A. C'onvenient payment plan is available to help your budget.

5. A Criterion poJicy will protect you
no matter where you drive in the
United States and Canada.
Call today for a free, personal rate quo·
tation. Of course, there is no obligation
of any kind. .
· CALL..1'15:1118''
· JIM RICHARDSON

Lui1\.cQ.q~tf£ ~~~IMMD.~

Criterion
INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office:

Washi~ton,

D.C.
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Gene Cotton entertains UCF students

Barry Dillon
.by.........

sit-ins at the administration building,
but I think I had my head a little
In the crest of the politically- more screwed ·~n than· most folks."
permeated wave 'of music during the
He was a consci~ntious objector and
l 960's, a few rippies have endured .. as served as a medic in the Army Reserves
UCF discovered Saturday during ..An during Viet Nam. His political inEvening With Gene Cotton."
volvement is reflected in his songs.
The audience of about 500 during.
"I'VE BEEN asked many questions
t~e first show listened, sang along, and
about 'Like a Sunday in Salem' that
called him bac1dor an encore with a
reflects the McCarthy era. Most of my
standing ovation.
songs have a double meaning. Those
"The show went smoothly," said that concern themselves with those
Paul
Franzese,
Village
Center kind of issues will pick up on it,'' Cotprogram director, "The· second show
ton said, "But the average listener
was as powerful as the first. About
would not know about it."
300 people gave a standing ovation
"We have a thing with our kids
with two encores."
(Christopher 8, and Meeshon 6) where
His solo performance was highwe take the atlas Gut and talk about
lighted with comical introductions,
other nations and where they are in
dialogue with the audience and bis
relation · · to
the
United
newly written "American Novel" sung
States ... hopefully teaching them the
without band or guitar.
idea of world citizenship and not
The _song e?Cpressed his contemnationalis~," said Cotton. -.
porary political views. Cotton said, "I
"We were talking about war and
dedicate this song to citizen Nixon,
somehow the topic of the draft came
Jerry Ford, Kennedy and ole· brother
up, and Christopher wanted to know if
Jimmy himself. This song goes out to
he had to go," Cotton said. "So I exall those just like him who stand up in
plained him th~ laws and told him .that
public and_ talk_ about religion and
he ·had to decide for himself what he
Jesus, then turn-ar"()und the next day
was going to do. So, he looked up at
·and build a damn neutron bomh.
·
me and asked, 'Can we move to
"THERE IS not, and has not been for
another state?'"
.
some time, a. candidate that would
"AND I got to thinking and decided
merit your time walking out the door
to write this song, but somehow I 1!ave
· to a voting booth,'~ he said.
forgotten this one lyric," he said. "I
Preceding the concert, Gotton grantwould sing it tonight, but I just can't
ed an hour-long exclusjve interview
remember."
with the Future, in which he expresse"d
One song he did remember was "Too
his memories, beliefs,-and asperations.
in Love," which he dedicated to his
Cotton was one of nine children of
wife Marnie.
an Ohio Highways Department em"Marnie would have come along but
ployee who was a sound technician on
there was a school function, and that
the side.
takes precendence over concerts," he
~is children's occupations vary from
said.
rock star to police chief. Cotton's
Cotton and Marnie moved from Los
present ·r oad manager is his. younger
Angeles to their new 35-acre farm in
brother Tim.
Tennessee where they have spent most
HIS MEMORIES stemmed from his
their time since the end of the fall tour
college day·s at Ohio State University
HIS NEWLY-teleased. "No Strings
majoring in political science.
His
Attached" album sold out of fhe initial
nine year college career was split by
shipment and due to internal difhis musical ventures.
ficulties at Ariola records, there are
"I learned from the infamous Mel
~ to be found. So, Cotton informed
Bay school of music via his dollar and
then that they n~ l~~ger had hi~ -a-s an
a half chord book. I played a lot of
artist.
coffee houses and stuff .. .. all s9l0
He has received several offers from
"I listened to Dylan, Buddy Holly
different companies and said, "I will
and Peter, Paul and Mary like. p~obably go with Epic."
everyone else. I also had my share of _
"I doIJ.'t . care whi~h la~_tll.i~~e~ _

with as long as they believe in him,"
said his brother/manager Tim. "He
can do anything and do it well."
I
.. If you believe in what you're doing,
your time will come." explained Cotton.
.
COTION SAID he has come a long
way since the bill read, .. Char1ie
Daniels, Wet Willie and Friends," and
I was the 'And Friends."'
"It was the Derby Eve Jam, before
tfle Kentucky _Derby, and the ~reedom

H~ll was packed with Close to 25,000
drunken and crazy people.. I might as
well have been playing by myself,"
Cotton states~ .. From an artists stanpoint it was a disaster." •
With appearances on the Dick Clark,
·Mike Douglas, and Merv Griffin
shows, His career has progressed,"
Tim stated. "It's not that he's here one
day and gone the next. I don't think
he;s gone- as far as he can go yet, we
have a lot more work to do," he said.
0

Brian LaPeter/Future

Gene Cotton performs during his Feb. 16 concert !n UCF's g.ym~asium

Mount Dora, Fl. goes into the pink for Hollywood
by Rachel Platt
sbffwrtter

Hollywood goes ·small town.
Hollywood goes Mount Dora.
The filming · of "Honky Tonk
Freeway" will begin · on March 25.
"This film is about a pink resort town,
!'iclaw, that is by~assed by a !uper

freeway.
The resort town, Mount
Dora, will be painted pink for the film,
which stars Beau Bridges and 2,500
extras thM will be selected at the Ice
Theatre in Mount Dora.
Advertising for the participation of
local. residents that bombarded the
Central Florida Area certainly_pa~d _
,., ~
°"t,~I
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off. On the night of Feb . 7, the first
day of tryouts, an unanticipated crowd
of 12,000 brought chaos when they
arrived in Mount Dora.
A flasher in the crowd and stampedes resulted in . police intervention
and appointments for tryouts from
that day on, Mount Dora police said.
The appointments were handed out
on a first come, first serve basis. According to Sgf. Bob Roberts, of the
Mount Dora police, "Cars were lined
up at 7 a.m . to receive them."
Appointments didn't hamper the
crowd or the distance traveled to get
them. Sgt. Bob Curreri of the Mount
Dora police said, "People came from
Lakeland, Daytona, Jacksonville, St.
Petersburg and Tampa to receive appointments."

Production assistants guarded the
front door to make sure no one passed
without an appointment. Phil Lumdsen, production assistant said, "We
consider ourselves bouncers.
One
woman flashed a $10 bill in front of
me and said she would give it to me if I
got her daughter in." Her daughter
didn't have an appointment and didn't
get in.
_
People waiting in lines began to talk.
Photo by Maril LondOn
Kirn Collins, a UCF student and
Potential stars await tlleir turn in the limelight at the- Ice House
majorette, said she is trying out "for

Theater in Mount Dora for the film "Honky Tonk Freeway."

the fun of it."
Ken Wheeler of Mount Dora had
other ·reasons. He said, 'Tm doing it
for the pay I just moved to Mount
Dora and I'm unemployed."
The $30 per day salary seemed appealing fo others also, like 11-year-old
James Simpson. His sister, 8-year-old
Lisa Simpson, had reasons ot her own.
She said, "I've never been on television
before, and I think it would be fun."
A male youth in the crowd said, "I
wanna be a star." Patricia Wiley of
Eustis saw it as practical experi~nce.
Many of the people in line just held
their appointment slips, others brought
more. Some came equipped with portfolios, while one man ·came with a
tape recorder and recordings of his
singing.
Others . are taking advantage of the
popularity of Mount Dora. A local
resident has already printed up bumper stickers that read, "I survived
Ticlaw." Another resdient said Mount
Dora will be known as "Honky Tonk
City" when the filming is over.
Although Hollywood has come to
Mount Dora, most of the residents feel
that Mount Dora hasn't gone
Hollywood . . According to two area
realtors, "The town is busier, and
that's about all."
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VC-offers 'Volunteer Jam'
for UCF student preview
by Kim Reade
"Volunteer Jam" was co-produced
by Joe Sullivan, the Charlie Daniels
Band's manager and president of
A social sneak preview of "VolunSound Seventy Productions, and Roger
teer jam," the first ·full-length.
Grod who has done other concert
Southern rock motion picture wa~
given, Oct. 5 at Nashville's -Belcourt ' documentaries:
The film is very re~listic and puts
Cinema. The "Volunteer Jam" was a
you right there at the concert, minus
concert hosted by the Charlie Daniels
the hassles. Also with all the closeups
Band and has become an annual event
throughout the film, you can see firstin Tennessee.· It is exactly what the
hand the musical mystery of the
name implies, a kind of n,o-holdsCharlie Daniels Band. ·
barred jam session with guest appearOne highlight from the film would
ances by some o.f. Southern rock's
have to be a segment in which Charlie,
·
finest. .
Tony Caldwell and .Dicky Betts are
- The film was shot at last year's jam
trying to play in some kind of sequence
at Middle Tennessee State University
, and Betts seems to be a little late with
and runs about. an hour and 43
his turn each time. But this just shows
minutes. Besides some 13,000 fans and.
the true nature of a jamming situation.
the Charlie Daniels Band, the . film
"Volunteer Jam" was a good concert
features The Marshall Tucker Band,
and now is a very nice film which
Jimmy Hall of Wet WilBe, Dru Lomshould further advance "Southern
bar of Grinderswitch, Dicky Betts and
Rock." The Charlie Daniels Band will
Chuck Leavell of Allman Brothers
host another jam probably at the first
fame and several other special guests.
of next year.
staff wrtter
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999 rolls in with 'new wave' rock 'n' roll
by Paul Taylor
entertainment editor

Great Britain's history of exporting
·music to their former colonies
·created new fads and revived old ones.
"New wave" rock n' roll. is the lastest ·
export to arrive on our shores. 999
makes its American debut with the
release of "The Biggest Prize in Sport,"
released by Polydor Records.
Guitarists/vocalist Nick Cash and
Guy ~ays head -~99's li11e up, backed

nas

•

by bassist Jon Watson and drummer
Pablo Labritain.
Cash and Days started their own
revolution in 1976 when they _decided
to form a group.
"Revolutionary" best describes this
,new album which begins with the cute
"Hollywood,"
"Inside
Out,"
"Trouble," "So Long," "Ft.in Thing,"
and the title cut, "The Biggest Prize in
Sport." Side two continues with the
basic bass beat found on side one, with
"Boys in the qang," "Found out t.oo

MUGGERS RAPISTS
INSTANTLY!
With"IMMOBILIZE Chemical Weapon.
Complete with Leather Key Case & instructions.

J.A.BURC!-1 , Crescent Sanclpiper 226. R.F.D. I. St. Aug. Fl 32804

!'lt'ast• sencl me: _ lmmohilizer at SY .!IS _ tan_ hlack_recl_ hlm·
_lmmohilizcr w/ hell clip· _ lan_ hlack
S_Total Enclosccl. Aclcl S 1.00 Postage. Aclcl 4 '7, sales tax
Shipments "ia llPS. Allow :1 weeks clelivery. Mone~· Bat·k Guaranh.'<.'.

Sup~ort

The Arts

..

CORAL REEF P!JB

. 3910 Alafaya Trail
~~

"Up In Sll'loke" ~~
Cheech & Chon1 "~
"Let It Be"
...
Bea~le•
· ·4

-·.

'StarWars'·' ·

· ..... ""'"·1:30.1:41
· · ,,Mkinlte Shows Fri& Sat ·:..
. _ .. ·'· 7 FJ. Blf Screen
· ·
~ ·. . .. 271-3012
: ,,.

NATIONAL·sua SHOP

Late," "Stranger," ''Stop Stop,"
"English Wipe-Out" and "Boiler."
999 has released several singles and
two albums in the United Kingdom.
They made their first U.S. tour last
year and are planning their third and
most extensive tour this year..
999's music has been labeled "infectiqus, catchy and charming." Some
tunes are, but unfortunately, the
album is dominated by the pulsating
rhythm section .
Since "Punk Rock" beat itself to a

slow death, it seems this mod revival
and new wave rock 'n roll have
spurred British groups to train their efforts toward turning out new tracks of
pop music. As with anything new,
some of the music is immediately accepted by fad followers, while rock
traditionalists are slow to convert to
the different sound.
Of the many riding in on this new
wa ve, .999 appears to be one of the better groups lapping at our shores.

FREE FACIAL
Ladies Night but you're uptight
Relax, enjoy a free facial.
Then boogie on down and tear up the town,
· Cause ba~y, y~u're something special. ~
Mention this ad
for a free gift.

Your _Consultant for U.C.F. is Brenda
273-4617 after 4 pm and Vicki at 273-0248

We Can Help Fill Your
Easte·r Basket
The approaching holiday season means more job openings are
available now in the Walt Disney World Vacation Kingdom. It's your
opportunity to earn an "extra paycheck" that .can really make ~
difference. P_h.~s, an Easter job with the cast guarantees you first
corisi.derationforsum~et~mployment. We .can make.getting.to your.job_
easie.r, Joo_, with · p rograms Jike ex;press bus service _froil:l .Orlando,
·..
.- compl)terJzed ·car pool lists and independent vanp~oljn·g. program~ ... ·
. · Now'·s·..-th~'tin]e . to· apply.:for ·a :fti~ll .or':p~rt-tim~ :. POSi:tion':-~.n~:~pne of th~\
·. ·tolloWihg an~$s:·,
- :-· · · ·'<:. · . · · ·: .. .:. ·-.·· ·· ..·· : · ·:· :."\ ·.
·.· ·.
• .Food/Beverage • . tifeg~·ards ~ Cust<l.di~ ;·
· · ·· ;:. :·_, ' · ·
~ Operatio-n s , • .M erchandising . • Resart Hotels ·-·. · {·· ·. ·
.:.

To reach the Walt Disney World Employment
Office, exit 1-4 at the Lake Buena Vista/535
exit. Go north eight miles, then follow
the signs to the Casting Building.
Open Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.~5 p.m.;

COLD

~\ 1980

BEER

2 ,Convenient Locations:
&432 E. Hwy. 50
277-9895

10406 E. Hwy. 50
277-9774

Wal1i IV)isney World@

Wan 0 11ney ?roduc11on1

.

.
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·Jazz, artist returns tor concert at UCF
Pat Metheny, holding the top rung of
the jazz charts, is returning to l)CF
Feb. 23 stronger than ever.
Since last year's concert, Metheny
has released his two most succesful
albums. "American Garage" released
in November of 1979, held the top spot
in the jazz charts and has landed
singles on the pop charts.
"New Chautaugua" was his first solo
recording that prompted constructive
reviews frbm jazz and Guitar Player
Magazines.
Methney, 26, had a rapid sprint to
fame after graduating from high
school in 1972. He applied for admissions at the University of Miami
and within two months was amember
of the faculty, giving gu~tar .lessons.
By his twenty-first birthday,
Methney was a member of the faculcy
.a t Berklee School of Music in Boston.
His Jazz-Rock firmat led him to the

Pat Metheny

'Saturn 3' needs work
on Portions of main plo~
by Deane Jordan

·

.·

centrlbutlns wrlhr

· "Saturn 3,." is a good, fear-.inducing movie made bad by unneeded nudity and
gore.
.
The plot is simple: confine three people on a small moon and unleash a wayward
robot.
Kirk Douglas is Adam, commander of a two-man research station on one of
Saturn's moons. He and his helper, Farrah Fawcett sans Major, are trying to improve methods of growing food in outer space. Because of low producation, they
are sent help in the form of a new-generation robot, which, because of its psychotic
programmer, has its bi:ain waves crossed.
_,..
Douglas gives a good performance, though little depth was written into the
character of Adam. As a talented, veteran actor, Douglas gives credibility to even
the wakest moments of the film.
FARRAH FAWCETI DOES what she does best: coos, screams and giggles.
Her spacey acting lacks gravity. For the majority of the film she spends her time
flashing well-tanned cheeks and bouncing around in scanty but unrevealing
clothing .
.. Saturn 3" is basically a "G" rated science fiction movie with some seemingly
obligatory "R" rated scenes included to increase box office revenues.
The film has one nude scene. Near the beginning of the movie Fawcett, after :
years of refusing to undress before camera, bares momentarily from the waist up.
It is a scene with but one purpose, to draw crowds.
.
_
They will be disapointed.
THE MOVIE ALSO includes three non-relevant scenes in which bloodshe~ding ,
is accentuated. Again, these are scenes designed not to improve the movie but f·J
entice audiences.
If the time spent on these unnecessary tangents has been utiliz_e d in clarifying the
. plot and improving the sometimes stilted dialogue, the movie could have been
superb. ·
.. Saturn 3" does contain a few unexplained events.
WE DO NOT know why the robots programmer is unfit nor why only two
· people inhabit the huge underground complex on Saturn's third moon. Everyone
wears ·coded tattoos, but why they wear them or what they mean remains a
mystery, and the ·time frame of the movie is never mentior.ed. We are left to
assume it is simply sometime in the future.
,
·
The Movie's set is highly imaginative. There are no pyrotechnic-li'ke special effects in "Saturn 3" though what special effects there are were done well.
The robot's construction is very convincing and perhaps the best part of the ·
movie. Its structure, mov~ments and abilities appear so feasible that the robot
·
becomes a major character in the movie.
"Satur1' 3" is not another "St~r Wars," and it does . have short cbmings.
However,
it____
is a good flick for the price.
,,,_
______

Journalism alumni to speak
at SDX's second job mart
The UCF chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi, the Society of Professional Journalists, will present Job Mart II Feb. 28
at 7:30 p.m. in the Village Center Art
Gallery.
The seminar will feature recent UCF

graduates in the news departments,
radio(fV and print journalism. They
will discuss problems and tips on how
to get a job in the media. This seminar
is specifically directed toward students
interested in news and will include tips
on how to obtain internship.
/
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company of Paul Bley, Hubert Laws,
Clark Terry and Louis Bellson, the top
in their professions.
All of his accomplishments budded
from -his rebellion toward is father,
who repressed his desire to play the
guitar.
At the age of 14 in Lee's Summit,
Mo., Pat was asked by his parents to
learn an instrument to play in mar.::hing ba.nds, "So, being a rebellious
14-year-old, that (the guitar) was the
one I definetly wanted to play," said
Pat.
His father and brother played the
trumpet.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are
available by presenting your UCF I.D.
at the Village Center Main Desk.
General Admission tickets are on sale.
There will pea show at 8 p.m. at the
Assembly Room seating 900, and a
second show if the first is sold out..

I

This year's Intramural Golf Scramble Tournament will be held March 1 at the
Casselberry Golf Course with tee times starting at 1: 15 p.m. Entrants can pick
their own team of three or four players (men's and women's teams invited) and
join in the fun. In the scramble format, all players hit each shot from the spot of
the best previous shot for the team. Entries are due at the Recreational Services
Office by Feb. 28.
The Skirtchasers, a team of seven independents, were led by double winners Rick
Sampson and Gary Magee, as they outdistanced the field to capture the men's
division of this year's Intramural track meet. Sampson chalked up Intramural:
recor<ls of 22'10" in the long jump and 13.42 seconds in the 110-meter low hurdles, while Magee took both weight events with a toss of 145' I 0112'' in the discw·
and a record heave of 52'6%" in the shot put:
Cindy McCarthy, with two first place finishes including a 13.47 second lOC
meters, broke her own record set last year. She. led the Kappa Delta's to a narro\\I
one point victory over the crew team women in the Blue Division. The outstan·'
ding women's performance in the meet was turned in by Sandy Brown, as she se;.
records in the 200-meter dash and I: I 0. 71 in the 400-meter dash.
t

Art gallery·displaying

yearb~ok

photographs ·

Highlights of this year's Pegasus
. The art exhibit will feature some of
Yearbook will be on display in the · the best photographs taken by the
Center- A;t ·Gallery beginning yearbook photographers, during the
Feb. 25.
past year.
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mEGOLDRUsH
What will the price of GOLD be on March 12th?

--.....;~~~~
fREE PREGNANCY TESTS
QUALITY CARE
F.-.MIL Y PLANNING

Speakers Service

BIRTH CONTROL

Bl~
· o/?h
·o
· . ·~ ·

If you can tell the $TUDENT FINANCE
ASSOCIATION by Feb. 29th, you will receive a 5
gram Credit Suisse (999, 9 fine GOLD ingot, retail
$195.00).The ~inner will be determined by the person with the closest prediction ~n one troy ounce of
GOLD as quoted in the Wall Street Journal on the
London Market (P .M.).

Gynecologists'

·c::tinic

· 2233 ltt kOAO. WINTER PARK

Counseling

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249

_,..

Th~nksforthehonor

of being your 1979
s~eetheart and
·Congrats to.the 1980
s~eetheart Crystal.
All My Love,
Debbie

$$$
$$

TICKETS .50¢ each
Available from all
SFA members or the
Department of Finance,
4th floor Classroom
Building.

$$$
$$

GOOD INVESTMENT AND HEDGE
AGAINST INFLATION!

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD
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Cartoonist, 14, publishes
art wOrk in magazine

Rarely does a 14-year-old get published fu The National enquirer. Or for that
matter, Bargain Ne~. But Darrel Bowen did. And according to Bowen, "It feels
neat to get published.'
Darrel Bowen is "World's Youngest Cartoonis.t," and was recently at UCF
talking to the cartooning class.
The longwood resident began to draw at the age of five be looking at comic
.books. At age eight, Bowen began noticing styles and building his own, although
he had no previous art expierience.
Now, Bowen is a ninth grader at Lake Brantley High School and is creating cartoons every.day.
"I wo~k when I am in ~he mood to do it," said Bowen. "I pick a subject and
. work it and get~ many idea's out of it as possible. I let my imagination go wild."
After idea's get exhausted, Bowen said, "I will let it sit and refine it later." It
gets too frustrating if you work on it for too long. It warps your mind." Bowen
meets a quota of four to six cartoons a week. When they are completed, they are
, alway~ shown to his mother first.
He submits .his work to magazines and right now has a cartoon sent ttr Good
Housekeeping.
.
Bowen said he doesn't have a favorite cartoon, but, many of his friends have of. fered to but them. He also said he has been asked for his autograph. Though
Bowen doesn't consider himself funny, he said his friends try to encourage his
humor. His mother. described him as being "serious and self-disCiplined." ''I'd
have a dozen children if they were all like him," she said.
Right now Bowen is working in magazines. but one day he hopes to have a
regular comic strip. he said hfa cartoons are gearing away from animals to people
because newspapers want that.
Darrel Bowen. Remember that name because you'll probably see it again.

• -----------------M USIC
degree:-You really don't want to spend
the rest of your life there (at
Opryland)," she said. "There are so
many different things to do."

High on a Rooftop

Brian uPeter/Future

Construction workers take to the top of' the Library to check on the
progress 'of the roof replacement.

last summer at Georgia Tech. in an
eight-day program.
Hagedoorn indicated that the aim of
the four-year project is to slowly withdraw funding from the Sloan Found_ation and eventually obtain community support from corporations
such as Martin Marietta.
"the hardest thing is getting.
teachers sold on the idea of
engineering,'' said Hagedoorn. "They
think only of physics, chemistry, and
biology." Hagedoorn remarked that
Jones High School has been the more

from page 3
responsive of the two schools.
Many blacks are not aware of teh
options
in
engineering,
~aid
Hagedoorn.
According to Dr. Robert D. Kersten,
dean of the College of Engineering,
another reason for the small percentage of black engineers is that "a goo9
fraction don't even complete high
school."
"The best time is to catch the students at grade nine, to encourage them to
ta~e the tough courses needed for
college," said Hagedoorn.
"This is not remedial material and is
targeted at the bright student," said
Hagedoorn. The SECME material is
not part of the school curriculum, but
is used by students as extra-curricular
work, he said.

Enrichment------frompage

IT'S KNIGHT TIME

103 OFFt:~1
Any Merchandise in Stock
· by showing your school
.J.D. card.

•

War Games, Dungeons & Dragons,
. Sports Games, Crafts, Models,
·Sports Wear, Sports Shoes, Sports
Equipment, and ~any more.

THIS OFFER GOOD ·
THROUGH MARCH
31St, SO SHOP
AND.SAVE WHILE
IT'S.KNIGHT TIME.
Alonui Sh!»Ppl!JK ~enter
Open Mon-Thurs 10 •m tit a.Fri 10 •m tll 8
,!\bji;d-Y 9 ti .,

.g=:=-
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last summer at Georgia Tech. in. an ·
eight-day program.
Hagedoorn indicated that the aim of
the four-year project is to slowly withdraw funding from the Sloan Foundation and eventually obtain community
support from corporations such as
Martin Marietta.
"THE HARDEST thing is getting
teachers sold on the idea of
engineering," said Hagedoorn . "They
think only of physics, chemistry, and
biology." Hagedoorn remarked that
Jones High School has been the more
responsive of the two schools.
Many blacks are not aware of the
sa,i.d
options

1

Hagedoorn.
According to Dr. Robert D. Kersten,
dean of the College of Engineering,
another reason for the small percentage of black engineers is that "a good
fraction don't even complete high
school."
"The best time is to catch the students
at grade nine, to encourage them to
take the tough courses needed for
college," said Hagedoorn.
"This is not remedial material· and is
targeted at the bright student," said .
Hagedoorn. The SECME material is
not part of the school curriculum, but
is used by students 0:s extra-curricular .
work, he said.

Future·Management
Position- -Available
- ----- - -

.

Business Manager
-Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 gradepoint average at UCF, be at least a third-quarter freshman, and
must have been enrolled at the university for at least the last
two quarters. Candidates must show their experience and/or
academic achievement in business management. ·
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of
weekly campus newspaper, including the raising of revenue
through advertising, budget preparations, purchasing, payroll
a·nd circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production
and staff of student salesmen and make-up personnel. Respon-'
sible to newspaper's editor-in-chief and serves as a member of'
the university's Board of Publications.
Application: Candidates will. be selected according ·to the
procedure states in the Board of Publications Constitution and
By-Laws. Applications are available from Dr. Frederic Fedler,
board member, in HFA 535, phone 275-2861, and completed
applications must be received by midnight, February 25,

~~orts
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Knights top cross town rival 69-63
Em~tions have alway~ plav"ea a b.ig part in the UCF-Rollins basketball games.
But there WC!S none evident Wednesday night as UCF slipped by ~he Tars 69-63
in a game that could have been played at any local playground.
Take the first three minutes for example. There were four turnovers, five missed
shots and two fouls before Dean Rossin finally put one in to give the Knights a 2-0
lead .
·
Jim Beachum came in late in the second half to settle things down. the 6-0 junior
popped in 10 points before the Tars realized he was in the game.
"Beachum went in and took that crazy shot to tie it and then hit his next three,"
said UCF Coach Torchy Clark. "He had a really good night and we needed
him."
He finished the evening with 14 points to trail Bo Clark's 15. Beachum was
seven of 11 from the field while the cold-shooting Clark was only six of 18.
UCF 'finishes the season at 24~2 overall and 8-2 in the Sunshine State Conference. Rollins falls lo 17-8 ·and 6-4 in the conference.
After the early first half proble~s, the Knights relied on strong inside play by
Dean Rossin and Ruben Cotton to take a 31-25 lead at intermission. The lead
changed hands or the game was tied nine times in the period.
Rollins was led by Tim Mahoney with 15 points. Joel Fiser and Stewart Colling
. pumped in 13 each.
"We're a good team," said Rollins Coach Mark Frei~inger, "We've won 17
games, and I'm not down on my ball club at all."
Four seniors were awarded plaques for playing their last regular season game
for UCF. The four were Bo Clark, Gerald Jones, Pete Krull and Paul Haas.
Clark's number 23 jersey was also retired. this is ·t he first time a number has been
retired at UCF.
UCF visited St. Petersburg Feb. 13 and turned back Eckerd by the slimmest of
margins, 78-77. Ruben Cotton hit a free throw with just five seconds to play to
preserve the win.
Pete Krull led the Knight attack with 16 points. Cotton and Gerald Jones each
had 15.
St. Leo continued to be a nemisis for UCF, as the Knights managed a 72-62 win
over the Monarchs Feb. 16. Playing away from home, the Knights saw St. Leo put
it to them the same way Eckerd did.
.
"Everybody wants to beat us this year" were the words of Coach Clark early in
the season, and the Monarchs gave it their all.
UCF used their run-and-gun offense as well as some outside shooting. The man
with the golden touch was Jim Beachum. he canned 19 points, many of which
came from the corners of the gym, to lead the ~nights.

:Women's basketball·hosts
Divi.sion II state finals
Brian LaPeter/Future

by Patti Linzy
staff writer

Pete Krull pops in two of his five points scored against Rollins Wed..
nesday nig~t. Krull is one of four seniors who were awarded plaques
for playing their last home games as Knights.
.

Sem{final action in he women's Division II State Basketball Tournament will get
underway today in the UCf gym at 5 p.m. The only other game is slated tor 7:30
p.m. Admission is $2 for adults and $1 for students.
The Lady Knights, who finished in the regular s~ason with a 20-8 record, were
seeded fourth going into the single elimination tomney's opening round yesterday.
If they advanced from the first round, the Knights will play at 7:30 tonight.
In competition last week, UCF withstood a second-half surge to edge rival
Florida Southern 69-65 in the final regular season game. The entire contest wasn't
as close as the score indicated however, as UCF held a commanding 37-19 lead at
halftime.
But the second half was a different story, as several Knights got into foul trouble
and Florida Southern began to rally:
not schedule schools our own size or ·
by Fred Lee
Lady
Knight Coach Nancy Sirmons expected Florida Southern to come from
larger?
·
staff wrtter
behind, but not quite as quickly or closely as they did. "Florida Southern fought
Torchy Clark already has an imIt's time the UCF basketball · team
pressive list of Division I schools who . back from over a 20-point deficit. But everyone played_for us, and we worked ·on
some things to get ready for state. I expected them to fight back, but not that
picked on somethiqg their own size.
refused to put UCF on their schedules.·
much."
For too long, we've been bowling over
Well, if you don't succeed at first. ..
· Gayle Blutcher led UCF with 18 points, while Laura Smith pumped in 12 and
the Central Conn~cticut's, Western New ·
Another problem is the cost involved
Fahey added 10.
Meg
in bringing down a Division I school to
England's and Webber's of the world.
In
one of their "poorest games of the season,',-UCF lost to the Univrsity of
play here. To combat that, we could
The fans here have proven they will
·
Florida
88-82 last weekend.
support good games. Two weeks ago a
play teams in the south,. particularly
According
to
Sirmons,
the
Gator
defense
and
press "upended" UCF at times,
Florida, instead of UCLA for instance.
record crowd of 3, 163 packed thema_
nd
the
squad
lost
some
of
its
finesse
.
As
a
result
of
turning the ball over 39 times,
selves like sardines into the gym to see·
Imagine a schedule with Florida,
by at least 10 points. ·
the
Lady
Knights
trailed
nearly
the
entire
game,
usually
the first and second ranked teams in
FSU, Jacksonville, South Florida,
"We beat ourselves," said Sirmons. "I was told that was the best game Florida
Division II. Untold numbers were also
Wake Forest and Georgia Tech to
had played, and it was certainly one of our poorest all year."
·
replace the weak teams we played this
turned .away after tickets were sold
Fahey
bucketed
17
points
to
lead
the
UCF
sc;orers.
In
addition,
Smith
scored 13
out, and were forced to watch the
year. Those teams were chosen as
and
Blutcher
contributed
10.
game on closed circuit television.
·examples. because we don't want to
move too fast. We still have a tough
Most left dissapointed with the
conference and four extremely hard
results- UCF 92, Florida Southern 101but not with the brand of · basketball
games against Florida Southern and
Rollins.
.
they saw.
But it's time to move on. N·ew
Maybe a glance over to Lakeland to
rivalries need to be made.
South
examine the new-found success of
Florida - Central Florida is . tailor
Southern
would
help.
Florida
made. Tamp·a vs. Orlando. New .vs.
Southern had 12 Division I teams on its
The wrestlers returnetl Wednesday
the tourny also placed. Freshman Joe
New. They're just perfect.
schedule this year. This is certainly a
night f~om Pembrook, N.C. where they·
Hopp of the 126 lb. class placed
We've been toying with these tiny
big reason who they kept their poise
competed in the Southeastern Regional
second. Jon Meyers (167 !b. class) ·
and beat us. Playing top competition
schools for too l~mg. . A change is
Tournament. Four l!CF grapplers
came in fourth place. Steve Policastro
tends to ·do that to a team.
needed. Decent _competition must be
landed spots in the NCAA division
placed fourth in the 177 lb . .class. J.
found. Yoti ·c an only play Florida
UCF h~s a tradition of strong supchampionships to be held Feb. 29
Tamburo of the 190 lb. class finished
Southern and Rollins so many times.·
port for basketball. It's time we were
through March 2.
in fourth plqce. Steve Perry of the 134
The players deserve it, and the
rewarded fpr our support with some
The four that made it to nationals
lb. class also placed fourth, and
community deserves it. But most of
first class competition.
are Team Captain .Rich Dombrowski,
heavyweight Brain Parker took second
all, the students· and alumni wha have
enrollment · is
This universit 's
place.
. ·
Doug Peters, Bob Wimberly, and Bart
supported this program for so long and ' Biddle. The tournament is to be held
approximately 11, 750. Instead of
The grapplers, und.e r the coaching of
in Omaha, Neb.
stand in lin_e for hours on a cold morplaying colleges with only 1,000 or so
Joe Corso, closed their season with
All the wrestlers that competed in
ning to see a decent game deserve it.
stu~ents in non-conference games, w~y
seven wins ;:ind nine defeats.

·opinion

·Torchy' s boys need to pick
on someone their-own size

Four UCF grapplers land spots
in NCAA division championship
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the Fearsome Four some
by Patti Linzy
1taff writer

From left to right are Coach Nancy Sirmons, Marci~ Swllley, Meg Fahey, Tudor
Mcintyre, and Mary Holapa, the Fearsome Foursome Freshmen.
.

Golf team swings past Southern
to take Conference title.
by Laura Hofhnan

•

•p0rt• editor

The first year golf team under the direction of Brantley, said, "The past couple of tourCoach Gerald Gergley captured first place in the naments we haven't been able to get anything
Sunshine State Conference tournament held last together, but we really got it together in the conference tournament, and we won. The way we
weekend.
play
dur-ing spring quarter will determine if we
The tournament was held at Cape Orlando
against Florida Southern, Rollins, St. Leo, make it to the Nationals or not."
Coach Gergely w~s unavailable for comment.
Florida Institute of Technology, and Biscayne.
Florida Southern last year placed second in the ·------------------~
National Tournament and already has a bid for
·
the 1980 Nationals.
Three Knigh~s were named to the All Conference team: Wes Fisher, Brad Estes, and Doug
The UCF Ski Tea~
compete in the First
Snoap. Wes Fisher shot the first subpar round for Annual Spring Intercolligiate Tournament againthe team with a low score of 71 and 78. The st 22 teams on March 1 and 2 from 8 a.m. till
match consisted of two·rounds, with a total of 36 dark.
holes. Brad Estes shot an even par 72 and 78 .
It wrn be held at Lake Whipperwill on Route
Doug Snoap finished with 75 in each round. The 15. Some teams included in the competition are
· other Knights who played in the tournament Auburn University, Florida State, University of
were Paul Cooke, who shot a 76 and a 75, and Alabama, University of South Carolina, and the
Steve Reid, wi.th a 73 and an 81.
University of Georgia. Competition wiH inThe Knights first-round team score of 291 set a cluded men's and women's slalom, jump, and
sshool record, as did their total two-round team tricks.
scoreof 597.
'-------.:...---------..;,...-------...
Freshman golfer Brad Estes, : from Lake -

Skiers plan to compete
;.,ill

The Fearsome Foursome Freshmen. If you've been to a
UCF women's basketball game this year, you've no doubt
seen them in action. They've provided a large bulk of the
scoring for the Lady Knights this season-and a few thrills as
well.
The amazing thing about these frosh is that only one of the
four was actually recruited by UCF Coach Nancy Sirmons.
The other three turned out to be a pleasant surprise.
For Tudor Mcintyre, this season has been on of extreme
ups and downs. At one point she was cut from the traveling
squad, and in less than a week, was back on the team and '
had earned a startil)g position. That was the turning point in
the season for Mcintyre.
Because of an injury to another. player, Sirmons added
Tudor to the roster for the Flagler Tournament. "Tudor had
never met her capabilities all year," Sirmons points out.
"But this was her chance to shine. And she knew it. She shot
seven of eight from the floor in the first half alone. That's the
highest floor . percentage I've seen as a coach . She finally
showed herself."
McINTYRE'S SHORT career at UCF is already an example
of what stubborn determination can do. Last year, Sirmons
advised Tudor to go to a community college first rather than
to UCF. There she could get more playing time and experience, and after two years, whe could come to UCF. But·
Mcintyre showed up anyway, determined to play for the
Lady Knights. And the persistence has paid off.
Marcie Swilley was the only one of the group actively
recruited by Sirmons last year. She has "the quickest hands
and feet I've ever seen," said Sirmons, .and obviously puts
that to good use as she leads the team in steals.
"Sometimes she's too fast for her own good," Sirmons explained. "She gets her feet going too fast for her hands to be
able to control the ball. But with some time and experience,
she should be able to control that."
WHEN MARY Holapa went back to Virginia after a visit
to UCF last year, Sirmons didn't know whether or not she .
would be back-until she showed up at the first day at practice.
Prior to the season, Sirmons had only seen game films of
Holapa. But she felt the 5'7'' guard would be an asset to the
team. "Mary is just one heck of a ballplayer. She has good
floor sense," Sirmons said. "Game films can sometimes be
deceptive because they're usually shot from fo far away that
you can't tell much about the players. But I thought she
could play ball. And she showed up here an~ proved it."
The sensation and surprise of · the second half of UCF's
season has been Meg Fahey. A winter quarter transfer from
Auburn, she almost walked right into a starting position for
the Lady Knights. And that's where she's bee.never since. ·
ONE OF the most highly-recruited athletes in the Orlando
area last year, Fahey had her choice of almost any school in
the Southeast and Atlantic . Coast conferences. But, unsatisfied with the basketball program at Auburn, she returned to Orlando and UCF.
·

FREEDOM OF CHOICE

WE ARE NOW BUYING

HEAR YE!
This is your big opportunity to ask
questions
concerning
Student
Government issues such as the
parking situation, concerts at
U.C.F ., and views · o.n the semester
system. Meet .y our senators and S.G.
offi.c ials at the ·

S.G.
PUBLIC FORUM

Coins - Stamps - Gold Silver - Jewelry - Paper

Money -.Class . Rings

$

immediate cash

$

ORLANDO COINS &. STAMPS
9804 East Colonial Drive
Union Park, Florida
PHONE 275-7300

Visa/ MasterCharge Accepted
Also Lay-A-Way
WE Have a good supply of Coin and
Stamp Supples.

AEDKEN
RETAIL

Variety of COLLECTOR PLATES

OPEN. 9:00 am to 6:00 pm·

MONDAY THRU SAT

Monday, Feb. 25
1:00 p.in. to 3:00 p.m.
VCAR

15 % STUDENT DISCOUNT
Privileges with Student l.D.

Refreshments wlll be served.

DISCOUNTS on compl<'te Italian dishes indudin~ specials except Friday.
.
DISCOUNTS on Tak<'-out pizza t'V<'ryday.

{J}l,«xwdt· ·~ .ftalian ~~d
Open 11 am to I I µm, Saturday & Sunday 5:00 to IO pm ·
P~one 671-5807

7325 Aloma Avenue (Goldenrod)
Orlando. Florida 32807
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VILLAGE CENTER EVENTS

HRBB!I
DHRPll1 .
March 10 8 p.m. Gym
Students Free w/UCF 1.D.
Gen.eral Pubiic -G.P~ $6.00
· to benefit th' food policy center

TICKETS NOW A.VAILABLE
.
CO--SPONSORED BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT &Y106
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Feb.22&24
J;a VCAR 8:30 p.m •

.···. . · · · ~=·= SI

.

Starring: Vanessa Redgrave Oliver Reed

. ,... Cinema ClassiqUe Ken Russell Series
~ .. VCAR 8:30 p.m. Feb. 27

·

Students Free w/UCF l.D. General Public $1.00

·Students Free w/UCF 1.D.
General Public $1.25

"The Devils' is a masterpiece.~." L.A. Free Press
"Reed, Russell & Redgrave make a splendid
combination" TIME

Coming up: Mar.··s "The Boyfriend," Mar-! 12 "Women in Love"
Join ~s for some out-of-the-ordinary film-making experiences

Coming Up: Auditions for
Marehll Mareh12 · Mareh13
7-9 p.m. 5· 7 p.m.
4-6 p.m.
Call X 2117 for info.
Stop by RD:I. 197 for p.erusal materials

Stuckey Productio~s Presents

· PatMetheny Group

Green Entertainment

with Dave Rudolph .
.

Wed., Feb. 27 11:00 am· 1:00 pm
Indian Poet

SHARAT CHANDRA
7:30 Music Rehersal Hall
February 27, 1980
.

VC Speaker's
Committee Presents
-

·President George Roache
~f Hilsdale College
courtesy of the Dr. P. Phillips F~und~tion
"lss·ues in Higher Educatio~"
ADM Board Room 11 a.m.
. ..

.

..

Modern Jazz at its best!
Sat. March 1 VCAR 8 p.m.
Students $5.50 w/UCF l.D.
G.P. $6.50
Student tickets at Centralized Services only
Geri • .Public tickets available at C_
entralized Services
and usual ticket outlets.
T7ie Village Center Activities B~ard is funded
through the 11 criv(ty and Service Fees, as
allocated hy the· Student Government of UCF.

